The Red Thread
Moving and Witnessing From Long Distance
By Lizbeth Hamlin-Haims and Paula Sager
Two years ago, a mutual friend introduced us and
we met for lunch to talk about some of our Authentic
Movement related questions. We were both interested
in how words form out of sound, gesture, stillness and
the emptiness arising from internal focus. By the end of
the me.al we agreed to begin a mutual exploration of
inner fact-finding based on the questio~ "How does
language, like movement, emerge from the body?" Our
investigation of this question has brought us over 300
pages of poetry, further questions, and a deepening of
our practice of Authentic Movement. Because one of us,
Liz.beth,, lives in California, and the other, Paula, is in
Rhode Island, we decided to experiment with long distance moving and witnessing, using the Internet as the
vehicle lo share our writings wiilt each other. What follows is a brief description of a process that has evoked
wonder, curiosity and a sense of "stretching the form"
into a new form that literally breaks the barriers of time
and space. In this form, mover and witness are 3,000
miles apart!

I witness youKnees, feet, hands
full body
carving space in time
theme in you
and the you in me. Uill

as I wait
as I stare
the hot dripped wax forms
at the botto~ of the flame
a pool of liquid
and therea reflection of the flame
flickering back and I see you
and I see you seeing me
and I keep staringI am relieved
satisfied
you know-met LHH
Because the witness cannot ~ld the responsibility
of being timekeeper, it is up to the mover to end the
movement. After moving, we immediately write, with
the intention of staying as close to our experience as
possible, using the words to map our movement,
images, feelings and sensations. At our first opportunity
we send the writing lo the other via e-mail. The recipient prints it out and may take it to her next moving
time, sometimes using some of the images, body sensations and language to enter her own work or sometimes
just moving with what is present.

To enter this process, each of us finds time lo move
on our own. To begin. we light a candle. Sometimes the
moveae.t begins immediately, while at other times,
there is a more sustained relationship of being present
wifh the flame. The act of lighting the candle serves lo
focus the moving time, just as making eye contact with
the witneee before a mover enters the space, often creates a sense of readiness in the mover.
Paula writes, "The flame invites me to be aware of
my distant witness. h I sit. with the f}ame, I feel an invitation to gaze and take time to experience being in
relationship."' Uzbeth writes," As I enter the flame, my
own intema1 witness is awakened and there is a kind of
inward tracking that begin, through the reflection of the
witness in the Bame. This deepens my awareness that
later becomes visible through written language/" We've
come to think of the flame as providing the presence of
an abaent witness.
I want your eyes in the flame
and the red-orange wick is bringing me closer
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There is a light
flicking from my fingers
and I grasp it
and hold tight
with my left hand
and stay holding
the seeds
and stay even longer

until I feel
you in the flame
and travel to you
seeing your body
moving
far faraway
and my hand opens
and I blow the seeds

to you
and see your hand rise
receiving them
through the opened doorway
in the flame. LHH

.....
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Hand rises, covering my mouth.
Something small, like a seed
drops into my hand.
Delivered by mouth, I imagine
it is the birth of a word. PS

and now I feel
how your words for this are already in my body
living beside my own similar gesture.
Recognition. PS

And so it has unfolded, a back and forth of movi.n g,
witnessing and writing. We've discovered that we can
be witnessed through our words. Being seen through
word, then back into movement, and then word again,
has proven to be our most trusted guide. We found the
simplicity of this way of working supported the questions, as they arose, and supported a deepening of trust.
Because our experience of the flame itself became so
strong and dependable, our words became more honest,
raw and precise. We would both expand and contract,
asking to be seen, witnessed and received when the
material was doubtful, mysterious or highly personal.
There were times when we wouldn't want to be seen,
and the writing would reflect feelings of vulnerability
and exposure.

I light the flame
and come down
to the floor on my knees
with my head on the ground.
I am holding a pain in my heart
and wonder if you see me.
I pour my heart into my hands
and face east
offering my tears to the great distance.

As we examined our work, words and questions,
we noticed how some of the language and images
affirmed, not only our connection to each other, but to a
much wider circle.

I strike the match and as it burns

my heart and the flame are one.
Lighting the wick
I feel my heart joining you
but it is not only you.
It is a wide, wide circle of hearts.
l watch the flame
and feel my heart joined in the circle.
Suddenly
I realizemy heart is always joined in the circleit is only my awareness that has joined today.
I sit here
with the knowing
that you and I
are two of many
in the fullness of the circle. PS
I stir with my head back,
arched,
my neck extended,
open,and·exposed
to what life brings
and how the. red thread
that connects us all feels so present. LHH

LHH

• ••
I light the flame
and as I sit here
thinking of you
a sensation along my back
of being seen and a curving,
turning away, hiding motion.
Something here r don't want seen.

Tu.ming in discomfort toward being seen
throat back, exposed

and then downward tum of lips
dutdung hands, flare of nostrils
and J am in it, a voiceless beast
with contempt for itself. PS

we

In March, 2001,
met for two and a half days on
the West Coast to deepen our process. After a year of
moving and witnessing from a distance, H was the first
time we were ac:tually moving in each other's physical
presence. We each felt an uncanny sense _of both the
newness and the familiarity of the ex.pen.ence.
Your hands slide back and forth on the floora movement I have seen before
.in your writing
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Lizbeth writes, "There are many movers in many
circles around the globe. What if we could more consciously form a circle to widen and deepen this practice
of moving and writing from embodied experience?
When the red thread came to me, in meditation one day,
it was as an image of connection to the collective, but
also to the ordinary. I remember the red thread that
wrapped the pink box of pastries as a little girl, or the
red thread that holds buttons onto my wool roa~ or the
red ribbon around my braids. For me, the thread has
become ., symbol, ns well as a real form that honors connection, universality, cross-cultural implications and
collectivity in a most ordlnary way. r think of it becoming a project that could support connection with others
through this medilun of moving and writing."
Paulo writes, "This is about the thread of conn~
tlon running through all time and space,
multi-directional strands in a web I can barely imagine
and yet in our commitment to each other, the flame and
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ness, the experience of the thread becomes highly specific and exacting. The movement is this, not thnt; the
word is this one, not any other. When we align in this
way, it is a very thin and precise thread. Even though,
for me, the red thread represents possibUltles that Hve
strongest in me on an intuitive level, it is also something
that has a physical reality; I can picture and touch n red
thread."
We think of this practice as another way to explore
moving, witnessing and writing from embodied presence and not necessarily as a replacement for a physical
external ivitness, peer group, or training program. We
realize others may perhaps already be doing this or at
least longing for a more concrete way of experiencing
and practicing a form of connectedness with the larger
collective.
Our desire is to strengthen the possibilities of a
world-wide connection of movers and witnesses writing to one another. In the future, perhaps we will have a
web page to connect many in this fashion; a place to
read the stories and share our experiences. For us it has
been a way to deepen into relationship with another,
albeit a distant other, through language, dialogue, exposure and trust. Through this exchange we have sought
not just the outer connection but an inward one, reaching into deeper parts of ourselves. 0
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Paula can be reached at pcsager@hotmail.com
Lizbeth can be reached at onawim@ap.net

Lizbeth Hamlin Haines lives with her husband and son in
Santa Rosa, CA. She has been a practitioner and teacher of
Authentic Movement for nearly twenty years and a
Jungian-based psychotherapist for over twenty-five years.
Paula Sager lives in Providence, R.l. with her husband and
three children. She is a certified Alexander Technique
teacher and a founding editor of A Moving /ountal.
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